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Special Spring Issue!

5. When viewing your card, click the Print button and we
will generate a PDF. You can then save or print that PDF.

Print Your Membership Card
If you plan to enter a show or otherwise need to confirm
your PVDA membership you will need to save or print
your membership card. Below is information on printing
your card. If you have a family membership, you also have
the ability to print supporting family members’ cards.
To Save/Print Your Own Card:
1. Login to your account at PVDA.org
2. If you’re already logged in, click Membership Info. This
will take you directly to the page where you can view/
print your membership card.

To Print a Family Member’s Card:
Each supporting family member has their own login.
In some cases, like young children, the primary member
may manage the supporting members’ account. While
logged into your primary account, you are able to access
your supporting members’ profile and save/print their
membership card(s) as needed.
1. While logged into your own account, click Information & Settings then select Family from the top bar.

3. If you just logged in, click the Welcome drop down and
choose Account + Settings
4. Then click Payments & History on the left menu and
Membership in the top bar.

2. You will see your supporting family member(s) listed with a series of icons to the left of their name(s). The
far right icon will allow you to “sign in as” that member.
Click that icon, then follow the steps above to print/save
their membership card.
If you need any help or have any questions, please contact
membership@pvda.org or website@pvda.org for assistance.
We’re happy to help!
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The 2019 Show Season is off with bang!
We’ve had great turn
out at the first schooling shows of the season (scores located in
this newsletter) and a
successful weekend at
Morven Park for the
Annual Spring Show.
By Christina Dale
Thank you to all of the
president@pvda.org
volunteers and competitors that made these
events possible. Be sure to check the PVDA website
for information on available year end, perpetual,
and breed awards! And, remember to volunteer or
sponsor to meet eligibility requirements, too!
By popular request PVDA added materiale classes to the Ride for Life. Are there any classes, events,
or opportunities you’d like to see PVDA consider in
the future? Let us know by submitting a form on
PVDA.org or by emailing president@pvda.org. No
suggestion is too big or too small, we can learn from
every idea.
In education, the third session of Part 1 of the L
Program is coming up in July. Don’t forget to register for auditing if you’re interested! Space is expected to fill again and we would love to see you there.
There’s a great article in this newsletter from an L
Program attendee, check it out to get a great perspective on the program. If you have questions contact Nancy Bowlus: nancybowlus@gmail.com
Also as a heads up our November 2019 licensed
show will again be a team competition. Now is the
perfect time to start getting your teams together. If
you’re chapter members use the Chapter Challenge
the weekend before as a warm-up! Not already a
chapter member? Check PVDA.org or use the contact info in this newsletter to reach out to your local
chapter(s). Chapters are a great way to meet other
local dressage riders and to get PVDA support at
the local level.
Please remember we need content from you, our
membership, to make this newsletter productive
and relevant. Share your stories and photos with the
rest of the PVDA membership. You can also email
content to editor@pvda.org. I look forward to seeing what you and your horses are up to this summer.
Stay cool!
Regards,

Christina Dale
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How I became an L-Program Advocate
by Bill Wise

Recently I began auditing Part 1 of the United States
Dressage Federation L-Program. This program offers a
comprehensive curriculum created to teach participants
and auditors to evaluate dressage performance at Training through Second Level. It is being offered in Maryland
through the Potomac Valley Dressage Association. The
sessions I’ve attended were taught by Lois Yukins and
Janet Foy, experienced S-level FEI judges. Previews of
these sessions may be viewed on the USDF web-site, but
these condensations convey only a fraction of the information transmitted by these very experienced women. It
had been my goal to attend this program for some time,
but never found one being offered somewhere I wanted
to spend a weekend.
What motivated me to attend these sessions? I grew
up in Baltimore where horses pulled carts and wagons
for arabers and collectors of old rags and newspapers, not
in a rural area where they were seen daily, and riding a
horse was not an unfulfilled childhood obsession. I did
not get on a horse until I finished graduate school and
my first wife suggested that we go on a trail ride. Following that ride, I did not mount a horse again until I began
lessons at Stephens College Equestrain Center ten years
ago. I had been volunteering at Cedar Creek Therapeutic Riding Center, observed its benefits to those children,
and felt it might also be good for me. I participated twice

in the week long summer programs at Stephens, had the
opportunity to enroll in a semester session, and discovered that I needed private instruction.
Up to then all of my riding had been in western tack,
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which seemed to me totally unnecessary for riding in an
arena. The saddle was heavy, the stirrups clunky, and the
saddle horn seemed a hazard. For these impediments
my first wife suggested that I consider dressage, and that
is how I began lessons with Kim Krieckhaus at Willow
Ponds Farm. I began making progress riding two of Kim’s
lesson horses and started riding in shows. In 2013 I rode
Jake in the “Show Me State Games” when we became
Century Club Team 141.
After that show I continued to work with Jake until
he passed away suddenly in January 2015. This was devastating for me. He was exactly the horse that I needed
for my learning at that time and we had begun to work
well together. From then on I’ve had to find a way forward without a horse, an issue Jessica Jahiel addressed
in her book, Riding for the Rest of Us. I had been leasing
Jake and wasn’t aware of the availability of any other school horses. A second
matter was my age. I had read Helen
Hills’ Still Riding at 80, which profiles
the stories of twenty elder riders and
drivers, but hadn’t found an answer to
the question, “When is someone too
old to ride?” This is something that every rider must decide for him or herself. For me it involved returning to
what I learned volunteering at Cedar
Creek and Sunny Oak Farm.
Now riding had become something
I wanted to do well, but struggled to
discover how. I acquired and read
books, continued to take lessons, but
then the inevitable occurred. During
a lesson on the longe-line at Stephens
College my horse spooked, I ended up with my face in
the dirt, damaged my glasses, and bruised my thigh. For
a young person falling is a rite of passage, but for me as an
adult novice it was a wake-up call: “This is a risky activi-

ty”. It was also about this time that Rosy, an experienced
horsewoman, had been seriously injured. So it was not
something I was prepared to dismiss quickly. Since that
fall I have been some time recovering my confidence. I
attended Linda Kohanov’s Way of the Horse workshop in
Rhinebeck, New York, and participated in several clinics and workshops. I began lessons at LionHeart Riding
Academy in November 2017 and my current lesson horse
there is a Haflinger pony that I am attempting to ride in
a classical manner.
I feel that there is more to classical horsemanship than
can be gleaned from getting on a horse and taking riding instruction, and am
not alone in thinking
this. Xenephon, born
431 BCE, wrote his Treatise on Horsemanship,
and set down methods
for training the horse
based on its nature and
physiology, for which
the United States Dressage Federation is an advocate. The Federation
offers learning opportunities to its members
through its many programs including the “L”
Education Program, which was mentioned above and
will be briefly discussed.
As the program is partly intended to train “r” judges, it begins by explaining the judging methodology, the
system that a judge uses to give scores in a consistent
and standardized fashion, which results in the correct

and logical placement of the competitors in each class.
This is expressed in a formula involving three elements:
(B+C)+/–m = Score, where “B” = Basics/Biomechanics,
“C”= Criteria of the exercise, and “m” = Modiers.
It is essential that the judge have some knowledge of
the anatomy of the horse in order to be able to understand a horse’s biomechanics and correctly make evaluations as a test is observed. Thus there is a portion of
the program devoted to this. The horse’s three gaits are
explained in detail and `Quality’ indicators discussed for
each gait. An extensive glossary of terms, which judges
should use in comments, is also defined and discussed.
The Pyramid of Training evolved as a means to
evaluate the essential factors in the correct training of the horse. Each of
the six factors is defined
and visual indicators for
each examined. In her
book Dressage School,
a practical and easy-touse reference to dressage movements, Britta
Schöffmann
explains
“What” is the effect of
each dressage movement
on these factors.
I returned from these weekends inspired to work harder at my own riding, and encourage anyone interested in
furthering their knowledge of dressage and improving
their riding to audit this program, The cost of auditing
Part 1 is a steal.

PVDA Chapters

Chapters Committee: Liz Erwin and Kyle Peiffer (co-chairs), Christina Dale
Send 2019 Chapter Committee updates to chapters@pvda.org

Bayside baysidechapter@yahoo.com • Calvert County Christina Dale christinasmug@gmail.com •
Catoctin Donna Maranto donna.maranto@gmail.com • Charles Karen Cieplak 240-380-5051, karenceiplak@gmail.com • Clarksville Tracey Trainum and Patty Blanchard clarksville.pvda1@gmail.com
• Friendship Liz Erwin lerwin9858@aol.com • Marlborough Cheryl Swing 301-888-2650, cheryls301@aol.com • New Market Katie Straton 410-259-4165, katie@stratonsporthorses.com • Peninsula Dressage Kim Briele (President) horsebridgefarm@comcast.net • Shore Dressage www.
shoredressage.com; Deri Jeffers 757-302-0224, deripiaffe@aol.com • St. Mary’s Karen Siebert (co-chair)
ksiebert@gmtp.net; Alice Allen (co-chair) 301-475-8446, alice.beagles@gmail.com • Sugarloaf Mountain Julie Kingsbury 301-972-8975, j.kingsbury@earthlink.net • Tri-County Julie Gross 301-503-7709
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2019 New Test Symposium
with 5* Judge Janet Foy
by Linda Landis-Heffernan

Janet Foy has a rare ability. She can train a horse and
rider while simultaneously engaging and entertaining
an audience. That ability was fully on display during the
2019 New Test Symposium on April 13, 2019. The Symposium was organized by PVDA’s Tri-County Dressage
chapter and held at the beautiful Chesapeake Dressage
Institute in Annapolis, MD.
Janet, who will be judging at the Summer Olympics
in Tokyo next year, is one of only four FEI 5* dressage
judges in the U.S. and is a member of the committee that
writes the USEF dressage tests. Thanks to her expert eye
and years of experience, the twelve demonstration riders
and nearly 70 auditors were treated to an exceptional day
of learning. Door prizes, a catered lunch, videotaping by
Dressage Today, and a bit presentation contributed to the
festive atmosphere.
For each of USEF Training through Fourth Levels,
Janet first provided a review of the Level. She addressed
what is expected of the horse, the movements introduced
at the Level, and gave hints on how to ride movements
where mistakes are common.
Next, Janet gave a running commentary as she judged
each of the three tests for the Level. After each test, Janet
spoke to the collective marks. During or after the test, she
coached the rider through the parts of the test that needed repair. Each time, Janet’s training visibly improved the
movements, often dramatically.
Janet was quick to praise horse and rider for well-ridden tests, and she used the entire range of marks during
the judging. When criticism was called for, she applied
it with a light touch and humor, often evoking laughter
from both the rider and the audience.
Following each test, Janet held a lively Q&A session
with auditors. Because there were L judges and FEI-level riders in the audience, questions ranged widely, from
basic concepts to more advanced training, showing and
judging. Janet’s answers provided a picture of the training scale. She explained why movements were in the
tests and how they relate to the training of the horse as it
progresses up the levels to Grand Prix.
Janet offered so many gems in this clinic, that a summary would not do it justice. So what follows are excerpts
in her own words.
Training Level
“At Training Level, your halt can have walk steps into
the halt and out of the halt. That does not mean fifteen

Janet Foy is an FEI 5* judge, USEF S Dressage
Judge, and USEF Sporthorse R Breeding Judge.
She is a member of the Federation Dressage Committee and the International High Performance
Dressage Committee. Janet is also on the USDF L
Faculty and instructs federation judges training
programs throughout the United States for dressage and sport horse breeding. She holds USDF
Bronze, Silver, and Gold Medals and has authored
two books: Dressage for the Not-So-Perfect Horse
and Dressage Q&A with Janet Foy.
strides. Maybe three or four steps…in and out. …If the
halt is balanced, we’re happy. If it’s square we’re happier. If
the horse is resting a hind leg, then…at Training or First
Level it’s going to be a 6; at Grand Prix it’s going to be a 5.”
“We have the dreaded 20 meter circles at E and B. …Do
you all know how many meters are between each letter?
[If not], how are you going to know how to be accurate?
You don’t! …So we have to make sure, when we do our
20 meter circles at E and B, we do not get to…touch L
and we do not get to touch I. That’s a 24 meter oval. We
have to come inside of those markers. …These California arenas are really great because they really help you
a lot. [Note: “California arenas” are dressage rings with
slats and small boxes supporting the slats, as appear in
these photos.] …Do you see…the little box to the left of
P? That would be the circle point. See the little box to the
inside of R? That would be your circle point. If you have a
horse show with an arena like this…it’s really helpful that
we have a place to look.”
continued on page 8
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Janet Foy continued from page 7

“The most important part of the stretch circle is the
horse has to go out and down and the rider has to maintain contact …It’s not how low you go. If the horse…curls
up, that’s not what we want. So, equally out and down.
…Think about having the nose somewhere between the
point of the shoulder and the middle of the knee.”
Training Level Test 1
“You guys with training level horses -- they’re like
BMWs without power steering. You think they’re Maseratis and you wait and then you turn and nothing happens. You have to prepare and turn sooner.”
Training Level Test 2
“In the free walk…we want to see the neck get longer. If the poll is equal with the withers and the horse is
relaxed and swinging and moving the back, that’s really
the important thing. The rhythm is the most important
thing. Then we look at the freedom and we look at the
over-tracking.”

crooked and pulling and there’s not enough power in this
horse to support the double bridle to begin with. That’s
when I get cranky and give the horse a 5 on submission
and the rider a 4. Because I don’t think it’s fair to give the
horse the lower score when it’s not their fault.”
Sitting vs. posting. “Just because you start sitting or
start rising, you don’t have to stay that way through the
whole test. Try to be logical. Don’t post half a circle, sit
half a circle. …If the horse is tense, post.”
Contact in the walk. “In the free walk, she’s been told
she has to maintain contact. Not true. In the rule book,
you may have light contact or loose reins. In extended
walk you have to have contact.

Straightness. “That first little posting trot on the diagonal at Training Level later becomes your line of changes
at Grand Prix. …To make the horse straight, we have to
have the shoulders displaced slightly to the inside. You
know what shoulder fore is? Shoulder fore is straightness….We have to start training our horses from Training Level that we are in
Training Level Test 3
charge of the line of travel.
“Notice she’s connecting
… If I go out of the corner
those half circles by straight
on the left rein, I should
lines [in the serpentine].
turn on the diagonal line
That’s really, really importin shoulder fore left. … At
ant. You don’t connect them
X, go to shoulder fore right,
with little diagonal lines.”
change my posting diagonal,
Training Level Q&A
[and] change my inside leg
Moving up to the next
to my new outside rein, so
Level. “I tell my students
I have the horse prepared to
they have to have at least
engage and go into the next
three or four 65% [tests]
corner. If you’re doing a trot
Tri-County
member
Kate
Niner
was
all
smiles
after
her
before they can move up -lengthening, you can decide
Training Level Test 1 demonstration. ©Linda Landis
from different judges. You
which diagonal [to post on]
have to realize, when you
and stay that way. ..The bend
go to a horse show, you lose at least ten percent of your has nothing to do with where they’re going. So where do
training. … You could lose twenty percent because of the they learn that? They learn that in Training Level and
venue, the nerves, the wind, the tent …So, if you lose ten
First Level.”
percent of your training and you didn’t have any training
Stretch circle. “The reins have to be a straight line. The
to begin with, now we’re really in trouble! ...But if you’re
reins can’t loop. What happens in the stretch circle is you
schooling really solid Third and go show Second, then
all forget you’re supposed to bend. Bend is important beeven if you lose a little bit, it’s still pretty good. Judges
are riders. We’ve all been there so, even if your horse is cause the horse then stretches toward an outside rein. …
naughty a little bit, I can still tell if the training is correct. The job of the outside rein is to place the neck. Yes, to half
halt, control the speed, but also to tell the horse where
… [But if] the rider’s sitting in the wrong direction in all
the neck should be. So if the horse loses the bend, now
the half passes, it has a double bridle on and the horse’s
nose is being pulled back into the chest, then that’s when you’re in neutral. Now we don’t have an inside rein and
I get really mad, because I think this poor horse has no an outside rein and I guarantee the horse is going to curl
chance to really do this test correctly, because the rider is
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continued on page 9

of strides to come back to working gaits. Don’t make it
abrupt. Don’t feel that the judge wants you to go from
up and probably get faster and you won’t have a half halt.
letter to letter at this stage.”
You want to think about in the stretch circle that your
“A lot of these tests now start coming from center line,
horse maintains the bend and is still stepping towards
especially the leg yields and the 10 meter circles. So it’s
and stretching into an outside rein. Then you’re going to
very, very important for accuracy’s sake that you are able
have a lot more control. Not only of how far down they
can go but also you’re going to have a much better transi- to turn and look over your shoulder so that you know
where you’re going. We see way too
tion when they come up.”
many 12 meter circles, way too many
Walk. “If you’re having trouble
[riders] missing center line. Then the
with the walk, you’re not training it.
leg yield doesn’t have to go as far, so
You have to think about walking three
it’s cheating. We see a lot of serpenor four times during your training
tine loops that never get to X -- again
session. Otherwise your horse doesn’t
cheating, making it easier for yourget used to relaxing and coming back
self.”
and relaxing and coming back. If you
“When we talk about 15 meter cirjust ignore it, I guarantee it’s going to
cles at A and C, we have to have the
be obvious in the test.”
same amount on each half. So you’re
going to be 2.5 meters in from the rail.
Number of walk steps before the
Remember, it’s 5 meters from the rail
halt at X. “You have to know your Elizabeth Schneider’s demonstrato the quarter line. [With] these nifty
horse… Charles de Kunffy says: ‘A tion of Training Level Test 2 earned
California arenas, if I’m here and look
[halt] transition should be like a snow- a score in the “73-75% range” from
at that box [the box next in towards C
Janet. ©Dressage Today
flake hitting the ground.’ So that’s your
from the corner box near H], if I go
ideal. Of course we see a lot of avahalf way between that box and the rail, that’s going to give
lanches coming down the mountain and killing the vilyou your 15 meter circle. … If you have these arenas in
lagers at X! The idea is that in training level we give you
your horse show, then knowing where to eyeball things
a little bit of freedom. After that you have to go trot-haltwill help your accuracy.”
trot.”
First Level Test 1
First Level
Lengthening. “Now we just have a short diagonal at
“[In the] trot and canter lengthenings, don’t worthe lengthening. We want to see the transition at P as the
ry about lengthening the frame, just worry more about horse’s nose hits the rail. We want to see that transition
keeping your horses’ balance. …We also expect you to on the diagonal line. Now we’re training the horse for
show a transition back. This is where you start your bad
the extended canter on the diagonal, with the collection
habits of cruising. You cruise past that letter. You cruise
and the flying change. And that flying change is the first
through the corners. And finally by that corner you might
stride that hits the rail. So we’re trying to put that sort
be back to workof riding and that sort of training into our
ing canter. So start
horse.”
“I’m very impressed. I had originally
learning right now at
thought I wouldn’t be very interested in the
Switching the whip. “Try not to switch
First Level that there
Training and First level discussions. I’m
your whip in the middle of the diagonal.
are two transitions:
trying to go for Third Level. But I really
Your horse is going to be crooked or come
out and back. This is
learned a lot already. So I was very imoff the bit. If you have to switch the whip do
where we start what
pressed. ...I would deﬁnitely come again. “
it in one corner or the other.”
we call the pendu–
auditor
Lisa
Freund
from
Columbia,
MD
lum work, where we
Breaking into trot during the canter.
think about getting
“Usually when the horse makes a big misthe horse to be more collected. Up here, the top of this
take like that the rider loses her mind. You didn’t, so
pendulum is piaffe and canter pirouette. The top of [the
good for you. … A lot of riders at that point panic, and
other side of the] pendulum is extended gaits.”
they turn around and go back up to that corner and start
“Allow your horse to take a couple of strides to develcontinued on page 11
op the lengthening and allow your horse to take a couple
Janet Foy continued from page 8
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The Classifieds
Post it with PVDA

The Classifieds is available to PVDA members only, at no charge, as a membership benefit. Type or print your submission and include your
2019 PVDA membership number. Classifieds MUST be received by the 5th* of the month preceding publication.
Email classifieds@pvda.org. Classifieds are placed on PVDA’s website, www.pvda.org.

Equipment
•
County Perfection 4.0 Dressage Saddle
(2012) 17.5” seat, MW tree. Pristine condition. Interior, moveable blocks allow for perfect
rider fit. New long billets. Asking $2800 OBO.
Kathryn Bono; 301-332-2697; fanwillow@
comcast.net
• Albion SLK 19” dressage saddle medium-wide tree, high head. Excellent condition,
$1300.00. Debra Nissen, 301-717-4894. NewWorldStables@hotmail.com
• Pikeur Ladies Navy show coat Size 12
$100. Pikeur Ladies Rafaella navy show
coat Size 14 $200. Both in excellent con-

P
V
D
A

dition, clean and ready to wear! Contact
Jayne 443-604-7626 hntngtnfrm@aol.com

Horses for Sale
• Piper - 10yo, 14.3h, black Westphalen Sport
Pony/Oldenburg mare by Westphalen Sport
Pony stallion Popeye. ISR Premium registration
status. Fancy mover scoring in the 70s. Fancy
mover on the flat, tidy jumper. Easily jumps
around 3’ courses with scope for more. Competed through Training level eventing, USDF
dressage shows, jumper shows and also pony
club experience. Perfect for that small adult or
young rider looking for a quality horse to move
up the levels with. Great price for such a talented mare with excellent bloodlines. $14,000
Videos available Katherine Rizzo 301-904-4048

• 16.1h Dark Bay 16 years young. Fun, athletic, sassy gelding. Super tempis, half passes.
Easy keeper, dresses up nicely, loads well, good
ground manners. $15k. Contact Marija Trieschman 443.994.5893

Horses for Lease
• Not ready to own? Lease one of Playland
EC’s schoolmasters! Suitable for beginners
through competitive riders. 3- and 2-day/week
options incl. lessons starting at $440/month.
Located in Frederick Co. Visit website for details or email Glenda Player at glendaplayer@
gmail.com

Free Classifieds
for Members!

Calendar of Events

July

14 - Free Horse Hands On: 2-4 PM, Md
Horse Discovery Center, Lucky Cricket
Farm Huntingtown, MD, Calvert County,
luckycricketfarm.com, (410)610-4849 mrussell@crosslink.net

20-21 PVDA L Program Session C:
Collective Marks, Basics & Rider
Biomechanics/Equitation in Germantown, MD. Contact Nancy Bowlus:
nancybowlus@gmail.com

August

11 - Schooling Show: Blue Horse Farm,
Jefferson, MD. All USDF, USEF, FEI, and
eventing tests available. Warm-up outdoor/
indoor, show in a 20x60m indoor. Judge
Randi Joslyn (L). Contact: Leslie Raulin:
leslieraulin@gmail.com or 301-788-0134
11 - Free Horse Hands On: 2-4 PM, Md
Horse Discovery Center, Lucky Cricket
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Farm Huntingtown, MD, Calvert County,
luckycricketfarm.com (410)610-4849 mrussell@crosslink.net

September

8 - Free Horse Hands On: 2-4 PM, Md
Horse Discovery Center, Lucky Cricket
Farm Huntingtown, MD, Calvert County,
luckycricketfarm.com (410)610-4849 mrussell@crosslink.net

October

13 - Free Horse Hands On: 2-4 PM, Md
Horse Discovery Center, Lucky Cricket
Farm Huntingtown, MD, Calvert County,
luckycricketfarm.com (410)610-4849 mrussell@crosslink.net
19 - Calvert Chapter Schooling Show:
Oakridge Park, Hughesville, MD. Judge
Trish DeRosa. Everyone welcome, no memberships required. All USDF, USEF, Eventing, Western, & Leadline avail $20/test.
christina.smug@gmail.com or 301-247-6043

For more 2019 events
and details specific to each,
visit www.PVDA.org

2019
Schooling Show
Schedule
July 13
July 14
July 21
August 4
August 18
August 25
September 7
September 14
September 21
October 12

CDI I
Morning Sun
Oak Spring
Exalt Farm
Schooley Mill III
Oak Ridge Park
Woodstock
CDI II
Schooley Mill IV
Schooley Mill V

Janet Foy continued from page 9

again. As a judge, I have to judge your first attempt. He
already broke; you already have a four. There’s nothing
you can do to make that better. If she turns around and
goes again, she’s still going to have a four, but now she’ll
have an error.”
First Level Test 2
Leg yield. “Let’s start here and say more sideways is
NOT better. ...It’s really important to go from letter to
letter, because that’s what we want to see.”
Canter change of rein through X. “When you come
across and trot at X, make sure you stay straight. Don’t
let him start drifting. …You’re still on the diagonal, so
that right lead is the first stride when he hits the rail.
Don’t let him slide into the diagonal.”
Inside leg to outside rein. “So here, we have a horse
with the leg in each corner. The horse is a bit like a little
red wagon. They’re very stable. We want mobile. If we
think about Grand Prix, the horse is in a very precarious
balance. I want your inside leg to push the inside hind
over and across the body. I want him to step towards the
outside rein. Now, we also have to think about the shoulders. We turn in shoulder fore, a little bit with the inside
rein -- that’s our turn signal -- then as he turns, we keep
that outside rein pressed against the neck. So, basically what I’ve done now is I have put all the legs on the
same line of travel. So I now I have a less stable horse,
but a more mobile horse. … Think of a roller skate, they
did the wheel at each corner, and then they made the inline skate blades. … Or we could think of it as a bicycle.
Here’s my bicycle with training wheels. Training wheels
are now off. Now I have a horse from my inside leg to my
outside rein. Now my half halts can actually start to push
the weight back to the hind leg, so that at Grand Prix, I
eventually have a unicycle.”
First Level Test 3
Lengthening. “Take a little more time before you
lengthen. Don’t lengthen until you’ve got a little shoulder
fore to the right. You guys all make this mistake. As soon
as the horse hits the rail, the horse is not straight, because the butt’s in the corner. You guys all come blazing
down the track; you’ve got a crooked horse. Out of the
corner, make him straight, shoulder fore. …Now make
him wait. Make him wait. Now he’s straight now he can
go. …Then the quality of the lengthening will be better,
and he’s going to be able to get him back. It’s very hard to
get a horse back when they’re crooked.”
“If you have an 8 lengthening, and you have a hiccup,

Janet recommended techniques for suppling
the poll to Elliot Goodzeit after his ride at
First Level Test 3. ©Linda Landis
if you get the horse back and show some more lengthening afterwards, you can get a higher score. If you just
give up after the mistake, then you’re not going to up that
score at all.”
Second Level
“I call it the great black hole of training. It’s a huge,
huge jump from First Level to Second Level.”
“Second Level is the introduction of collection. We
expect to see collection come and go a little bit. …If the
horse has enough collection, they’re not going to struggle
through the movements of the test. If I’m sitting in my
judge’s booth with my scribe... and I’m thinking OMG,
I can’t watch. Oh wait, I have to watch. … If my scribe
is smoking their pen and the horse is racing around
through the test, then you know it’s not good. If I can…
relax a little bit between the movements, that’s good.”
“We do want to see a clear difference now between the
lengthening and the medium gaits. The medium gaits
are the gaits that come the most off the ground; we use
medium trot to develop passage. The extensions are the
gaits that go the most over the ground. ….Everything
we take away in length, we add in height. Collected trot
should be smaller and a little higher than working trot.”
“We have more sophisticated transitions, canter-walk-canter. We have simple changes. We have the
dreaded turn on the haunches, everybody’s favorite. We
also have a rein back. We have travers/ haunches-in.
And then we have shoulder-in. So we have a lot of new
stuff. We had a little bit of counter canter in First 3, but
we have much more sophisticated counter canter in Second Level. We have a higher degree of uphill balance for
the horse. The rider should have a little bit more sophiscontinued on page 12
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Janet Foy continued from page 11

tication in order to prepare the horse for the movements
and ride the test.”
Second Level Test 1
Counter canter. “Counter canter has as much bend as
a 20 meter circle. In counter canter, you should have the
haunches on the rail and the shoulders
slightly to the inside: a little renvers
feeling.”

straighten it.”
“Think about what the rider’s body has to do for
haunches-in. …Our shoulders are not aligned with our
hips. In shoulder-in they are aligned; in half pass they’re
aligned. Not in haunches-in. …Our shoulders and the
horses’ shoulders have to go perpendicular to the rail. I
have to pull my outside hip back and still stay on my inside seat bone. …
It requires a lot of stretch through
the outside of my body. …Do it [first]
at walk. Really feel the stretch you’re
going to need.”

Shoulder-in. “Probably one of the
most common thing’s that happens in
the shoulder-in is that the angle varTurn on the haunches. “Take your
ies. …When you’re doing shoulder-in,
time [After the turn at H and apwhether it’s on center line or in the
proaching] centerline, make sure your
corner, …think about having an arrow
reins are short enough. Make sure
coming out of your outside hand. …
you’re in shoulder fore left. His rear
Without looking down at my hands,
end has to stay on that H to M line.
I can still look with my eyes at that
Beth Goldring ably demonstrated That’s piece #1. Piece #2 is make the
corner and, if I have my hands out in
Second Level Test 1. ©Dressage Today walk a little more active. Then you
front of me and not in my crotch, I can
turn. When you finish, because it’s a
ride my arrow to that corner with my
turn on the haunches that can cover a
inside leg. If you are turning your body and your head…, meter, you may not finish exactly on that line. …Walk
you’re never going to keep your horse’s hind legs on the straight ahead and finish it when…you’re parallel to that
track. Yes, you have to turn your upper body slightly in,
line. Don’t half pass back....Once you’ve shown the judge
but in my opinion you should be looking where you’re you’re clearly finished, …then you come back to the line.
going, just like you’re driving the car.”
…When you’re doing this, you can’t hold on the reins the
“There are two schools of thought on the shoulder-in:
whole time either. You’re still communicating, you’re still
Do I sit on my inside seat bone or do I sit level? For me,
thinking supple. Push the horse into the rein, turn, give.
I like sitting level, because when I do shift my weight, I If you hold the whole time, very often the turn itself gets
want my horse to go into half pass.”
lateral; you lose the rhythm of the walk.”
Second Level Test 2
Travers (a.k.a. Haunches-in). “It’s a four-track movement. It used to be three tracks …The most common
mistake is, because you’re obsessed with the caboose
moving over, you sit to the outside to get more power
with your outside leg behind the girth. So that means
your inside leg doesn’t work at all. Because you’re obsessed with the caboose, the shoulders turn this way, and
you end up with the front legs crossing. The front legs
should not cross; they should be going straight down the
track. If they’re crossing and the hind legs are crossing,
you’re doing a head-to-the-wall leg yield and you’re going to get a 4. Better that you displace the haunches only
three tracks and have the judge say ‘Needs more angle.’
Don’t get too obsessed with the caboose.”
“We still have to finish [the haunches-in]. When the
nose touches K, we have to go back to shoulder fore for
the corner. …You don’t want to go through the corner
with the haunches in. You have to make sure you clearly
12 The PVDA Newsletter | May / June 2019

Second Level Test 3
…“introduces the counter canter serpentine, and the
medium trot now covers the whole diagonal.”
Halt at X. “Practice going out of the halt lengthening,
so your horse starts to think about really going forward
out of the halt.”
Simple change. “I’m going to show you a simple trick
to fix [the simple change]. …Ready? When we’re going
to do a flying change, the half-halt changes. …We always
have diagonal active aids, except in the aid for the flying
change. It’s the only time we’re riding when the active
hand and the active leg are on the same side. We go: close
door, open door; close door, open door. So we’re going
to put the half-halt for the flying change into our simple
change. If you’re coming across on the right lead canter,
say coming from M, you’ll be in shoulder fore right: right
continued on page 13

come and go; it’s got to be there. It’s not about ‘My horse
leg active, left rein half-halt. As soon as you come out does a flying change so it’s Third Level.’ Let’s get over that
of the corner, I want you to change which leg is active. I idea, everybody. Too many people are going out to get
don’t want you to change your position. Stop using this their Bronze Medals on horses that do a flying change but
do not have the correct balance to be a Third Level horse.
leg and a little tap-tap, tap-tap with this leg. Once you’ve
Starting at Third Level…you have to make balance and
done that, I want you to go to shoulder fore left. You’re
collection a priority.”
on the right lead. You’re now going to be in shoulder fore
“We clearly want to see that these horses can show us
left. So what we’ve done now is put the new inside hind
a
clear
definition between the paces. One is collected, one
leg up against the new outside rein in shoulder fore left.
is medium, one is extended.”
If I were going to do a flying change, I would now go
“Again, remember, we don’t care what bridle you
“change, boom” and the hind legs would stay on the line
choose.
But we do care that whatever you choose you
of travel, the shoulders would stay up. We’re going to
do a simple change and by doing it that way, you already ride well in it. If a double, make sure your horse has
enough power to support the double bridle. There are
have him on the new outside rein. Now all you have to
do is change your leg position, which is going to get rid way, way too many underpowered horses with double
of all this wiggly stuff, because you’re trying to do it in bridles in the show ring. Then the nose is on the chest
and the horse has no chance. Make sure you really have
the walk. …I always start my horses with these. I basically put the half halt for the flying change into my simple the power you need before you ride in your double.”
“For those of you doing half
change. Once the horse
passes from centerline, you
understands that, then I
must remember that when you
just take the walk out.”
turn down the centerline and
Second Level Q&A
you start to go sideways, the
Mechanical
movebutt is still turning. 75% of
ments. “Simple changthe half passes at Third Level,
es and turns on the
everybody’s in a big hurry, the
haunches are mechanical
front legs get there and here
movements. So, I assign
comes the half pass, haunches
a mechanical score to
leading the whole way, no more
the mechanics. For me,
than a 6. Rider score 6. So we
if there’s a trot stride on
have to… think about, number
either side -- not just a
one, we must come around the
step, but a whole stride,
turn. [Whether] it’s on the rail
Jaclyn Sink was smiling after Janet finished
canter-walk-trot-canter
or centerline, we must first get
coaching her Second Level Test 3. ©Linda Landis
or canter-trot-walk-canthe haunches on the line. We
ter -- it immediately goes
must get into our shoulder fore.
into the 6 range. I don’t care how beautiful the canter is. If
We must half halt inside leg to outside rein. Because we
there are trot steps on both sides of the walk, then I’m in
must NOT let the horse fall in the direction of the bend.
the 5 range. No walk, 4 range. Wrong lead, 4. Wrong lead The horse must wait for an aid. So we clearly want to
twice, 3. Wrong lead twice and above the bit, 2. So, for a
[say] “Come up here, boy.” Now we turn the shoulders to
7, 8, 9 or 10 score, it has to go canter-walk-canter. Then,
the letter we’re going to, and then we say “Now, boy we
you have to say: How’s the rhythm of the walk? How’s can go over.” We shift our weight, our outside leg is active.
the quality of the canter? Was it straight? Does it stay
Because you guys are actually showing 3rd level, you are
supple? …This is where people who don’t have a hugely not grade-school half passers. …You do not need to drive
expensive horse -- the rein back, turn on the haunches,
the horse sideways the whole time with your outside leg.
the entry -- those are places where a lot of very expensive
If you do, you’re going to push the horse down into the
horses don’t get points. This is where you can pick up a
inside shoulder or you’re possibly going to go too much
lot of points.”
sideways and end up at the wrong letter. So, we’re more
sophisticated, we’re going to go inside leg to the half pass,
Third Level
so that we can really keep the engagement and cadence
“At third level, we don’t expect to see the collection
Janet Foy continued from page 12

continued on page 14
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Janet Foy continued from page 13

and keep that inside shoulder up…. Don’t ride the horse
sideways the whole time. That’s for… grade school.
Third Level Test 1
Extended walk. “Extended walk is like free walk with
contact. Now we want a little control of the poll. The nose
should still be on or slightly in front of the vertical. But
we do have a little bit of contact, so they don’t get to stick
their nose out so much.”
Flying change made before the centerline. “Let’s talk
about cheating. …You have to weigh the penalty. … [The
demonstration rider] knows that the horse is…not 100%
on her aids. So her decision to do the change early, so the
horse didn’t have any drama, was probably a good decision. I’d rather you make a decision like that, than say “I
have to do it after centerline” and have an issue. Remember: you don’t want to do anything in the show ring that’s
going to be harmful for your training later.”
Third Level Test 2
“Let’s talk about the shoulder-in [to] renvers [transition]. I think you did a really good job. …Let’s talk
about what happens here around E. ...To make it smooth
...when she gets to [a little before E], she’s going to take
away the [shoulder-in] bend and increase the angle -- almost tail-to the-wall leg yield. …Now change your bend
[to renvers]. I don’t think it’s going to work if you try to
change your bend and the angle at the same time. ...This
tail-to-the wall leg yield… gives you a chance to really
secure the hind legs here on the rail before you change
the bend.”

“I want your inside leg to push the inside hind
over and across the body. …I want him to step
towards the outside rein.”
Janet used her body to demonstrate how to put all
the horse’s legs on the line of travel. ©Linda Landis
again]. …Everything we do should be thinking forward.”
Priorities in judging. “What do you do with a horse
that meets all the criteria of the movement, but there’s a
basic training flaw: the mouth is open or the neck is too
low? The quality and rhythm of the gaits is the priority.
When you have a basic training flaw, you’re not going to
be thinking about 7, 8, 9 or 10. ...The basic training is
already more than the movement. If you do a triple axel,
but if the neck is short and the mouth is open, you’re still
never going to get a good score.”
Bend. “When we bend the horse a lot in canter, it puts
him down on his shoulders. We have to be careful.”

Third Level Test 3
“I like this test; it rides really
well.”
“Extended walk requires
overstep. We have to really look
for that. He does have a modest
overstep, so 6.5. He needs a little
more overstep for a 7.”
Third Level Q&A
Rein back. “The essence of the
rein back is diagonal pairs. It’s
hard to get the first step diagonal
if the halt’s not square, so having Darcy Miller received praise
a square halt is important. All the from Janet for her execution
legs need to stop moving, but you of movements in Third Level
don’t have to count to three. IdeTest 2. ©Dressage Today
ally, it’s back, back, back, forward.
You don’t want to halt [before the horse goes forward
14 The PVDA Newsletter | May / June 2019

Half pass. “Don’t push every single stride in
the half pass. In your half pass, you use your inside leg a little bit like the gas pedal. Use it in the
rhythm of the gait. Giddy up, take it off. Bump
bump, bump bump. ...Put your heel down, make
that calf muscle a ball, and thump it against the
horse. If your horse is sensitive that should be
enough.”
Testing the aids. “Ideally, you ride the horse
on the lightest possible leg, the lightest possible
rein aid. …You have to be thinking about testing
the aids… Can I go forward? Can I come back?
Can I go sideways? …It’s about testing reaction.
That’s what makes the horse rideable. That’s what
makes the horse easy to show. …We all tend to
get boring. Instead, go trot-canter-trot-canter,
forward back, forward back. Test the aids. Stefcontinued on page 15

Janet Foy continued from page 14

fen [Peters] has a good saying: ‘If you don’t test your horse,
your horse will test you.’”

Canter pirouette. “When you’re working the pirouettes, having the neck high is sometimes not productive.
Putting the horse a bit deep and round makes it easier for
him to engage his tummy muscles and pull the hind leg
under. Again, when you start to train these, you cannot
turn every time you collect them. You need to canter
down the quarter line, and twice on the quarter line do a
pirouette canter, but don’t turn. … Really test the horse to
see if he’s on your aids or is volunteering.”

Fourth Level
“We now have collected walk. We should see a different frame: the neck raised and arched, the steps a little
higher and more active than in the medium walk. If you
have a horse that has rhythm problems in the collected
walk, then [doing a] medium is better. The rhythm is
Fourth Level Q&A
most important. Better that you get a 6 with the judge
Walk pirouette vs. turn on the haunches. “The walk
saying “Needs a different frame.” If the frame is beaupirouette is done in collected walk. The turn on the
tiful but the walk is lateral, then you’ll get a 4 no matter
haunches is done in medium walk. Of course the size
how beautiful the frame is. Know your horse. Sometimes
[differs], but the main thing is the walk.”
you have to say ‘that’s not my horse’s
highlight.’ ”
Conclusion and Credits
“We’re going to see…very collectAt the end of the Symposium, Janed canter, walk pirouettes, multiple
et graciously thanked the demonstraflying changes on the diagonal. …We
tion riders, the organizers, and CDI
have a tricky canter-halt transition.
for hosting the clinic. Tri-County
The rider at this level should have the
Dressage is looking forward to Janet’s
ability to ride down centerline and
return for clinics next year.
feel in their half halts that they put a
Credit for the success of the New
little more weight on hind leg, so that
Test Symposium belongs to the folthe halt transition can be soft and
lowing:
engaged. It’s unfortunate, but we still
• Hallie Ahrnsbrak and Julie
see semi-medium canter to screechGross, Chairs of the Tri-County
ing halt. Or trot steps in the halt. …
Dressage chapter, for the many hours
We’re just a little under the FEI level After Ally Rogers rode Fourth Level
they spent organizing and producing
[at Fourth Level], so we [judges] get
Test 1, Janet Foy declared: “Ally, I
the Symposium;
crankier.”
have nothing but good things to
• Janet Richardson-Pearson, ownsay.”
©Dressage
Today
er of Chesapeake Dressage Institute,
Fourth Level Test 1
Lisa Gruen, resident trainer at CDI,
Walk pirouette. “She has to be
and the CDI staﬀ for hosting the symposium and
totally parallel to the line before you go forward. Think
making everyone so welcome;
about where your line is. Don’t go forward until you’re
totally finished turning. Make sure you all are finishing • Sponsors The Big Red Mare, a mobile business offering tack and apparel, Gumbits all-natural chewing
the turn.”
gum for horses and ponies, and Vivian Schmidt, rep“For me, the collected walk is good because the turns
resentative for Herm Sprenger bits;
are good. It’s hard to get a really good score in the collect•
Jennifer Mellace, Linsay Paulsen and Lisa Johnson
ed walk if the pirouettes have stuck.”
of Dressage Today, for promoting, photographing
Halt pet peeve. This is something that drives me nuts.
and videotaping the Symposium.
Ally, you didn’t do it. …I want you to do a beautiful halt. • The demonstration riders [see sidebar], who bravely
Then I want you to rearrange yourself, rearrange your
performed in front of judge, auditors, and cameras;
seat, brush your teeth, [etc.]. Seriously people, sit still.
• The volunteers of the Tri-County Dressage chapter
You’re going to ruin a perfectly good halt because you’re
whose time and labor before, during, and after the
going to shift your weight. The horse is now no longer reclinic helped ensure its success,
ally balanced, and your move off is going to be crooked.”
and, of course,
After Ally Rogers rode Fourth Level Test 1, Janet Foy de• Janet Foy for providing riders, horses and auditors
clared: “Ally, I have nothing but good things to say.”
with such an exceptional learning experience.
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Show Results
send results to editor@pvda.org
PVDA Schooling Show

April 14, 2019 • Preston Horse Farm • Preston, MD
*All photos in this issues results section
were taken at the PVDA Spring Show!
Introductory Level TOC
1 Carrie Collins / Seminole Warrior / 71.250%
2 Kristan Golden / Noble Tank / 63.125%
3 Kristan Golden / Noble Tank / 57.813%
Training Level TOC
1 Holly Covey / Nice Guy / 71.379%
2 Tracey Bienemann / Belladona Hannah / 68.966%
3 Tracey Bienemann / Quantum / 68.103%
4 Annie Trice / Tori / 67.931%
5 Annie Trice / Tori / 62.885%
First Level Test 1
1 Holly Covey / Tully Cross Hamish / 72.241%
2 Holly Covey / Nice Guy / 71.207%
3 Brooke Baker / Arts Liadan Delite / 62.414%

First Level Test 2
1 Tracey Bienemann / Quantum / 70.000%
2 Tracey Bienemann / Seminole Warrior / 68.714%
3 Tracey Bienemann / Belladona Hannah / 68.429%
4 Brooke Baker / Arts Liadan Delite / 65.571%
USEA Eventing TOC (Choice 1)
1 Holly Covey / Tully Cross Hamish / 72.143%
2 Janice Conlon / Rimma / 65.238%
3 Carrie Collins / Seminole Warrior / 63.095%
4 Janice Conlon / Rimma / 62.381%
FEI TOC (Choice 1)
1Laura Serkes / Winterstolz / 65.294%
Western Dressage TOC (Choice 1)
1 Rachel Grabowski / Delphie / 68.750%
2 Erin Freeman / Tucker / 65.833%
3 Erin Freeman / Bo / 62.593%
4 Brooke Mills / Smokey / 57.500%
5 Natalie Arnold / Ww Troubadour / 50.227%

Western Dressage TOC (Choice 2)
1 Erin Freeman / Tucker / 71.739%
2 Rachel Grabowski / Delphie / 71.304%
3 Erin Freeman / Bo / 68.393%
4 Brooke Mills / Smokey / 53.056%
5 Chloe Turner / Ringo / 52.500%
6 Natalie Arnold / Ww Troubadour / 48.611%
Other TOC (Choice 1)
1 Maci Kuebeck / Sara / 76.875%
2 Logan Thomas / Rcl Apollo Hancock / 72.750%
3 Zoe Trice / Sara / 72.375%
4 Sarah Xenide / Winston / 70.500%
5 Marion Hadaway / Rcl Apollo Hancock / 66.364%
Other TOC (Choice 2)
1 Brooke Mills / Smokey / 72.500%
2 Erin Freeman / Bo / 68.333%
3 Erin Freeman / Tucker / 58.250%

PVDA Schooling Show

April 28, 2019 • Southwind Farm • Damascus, MD
Introductory Level TOC
1 Katie King / I Am Dynamite / 70.31%
2 Katie King / I Am Dynamite / 64.38%

3 Dennis Cuevas / Tatsuji / 61.50%
4 Lauren Knowlden / Bear With Me / 50.25%
5 Jill Cotton / Bear With Me / 50.00%

© Vickie Kirkpatrick

Training Level Test 1 & 2
1 Stephanie Temme / Beau / 67.31%
2 Aidan Burns / Clementine / 64.83%
3 Dennis Cuevas / Tatsuji / 63.65%
4 Natalie Sheppard / Tesoro Destacado / 57.89%
5 Natalie Sheppard / Tesoro Destacado / 56.74%
6 Lauren Knowlden / Bear With Me / 55.77%

Barbara Strawson & Heinemann
SB at the Spring Show
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First Level Test 2 & 3
1 Jessica Katz / Heredero De Mile / 64.71%
2 Holly Kowgios / Zoey / 62.71%
3 Anita Brassert / Solstico / 62.64%
4 Jessica Katz / Heredero De Mile / 62.22%
Second Level TOC
1 Jessica Schaberg / Constant Supervision / 69.05%
2 Jessica Schaberg / Constant Supervision / 63.90%
3 Alison May / Blondie / 63.54%
4 Alison May / Blondie / 63.38%

Training Level Test 3
1 Holly Linz / Plain Dealings Freja / 68.28%
2 Aidan Burns / Clementine / 67.07%
3 Anita Brassert / Solstico / 66.72%
4 Tess Guinn / Tudor Bridge / 63.62%

Third Level TOC
1 Mandy Schwab / Jazz / 66.84%
2 Pamela Parker / Irish Splash / 65.00%
3 Jaclyn Sicoli / Huapango Lam / 63.88%
4 Pamela Parker / Irish Splash / 61.22%

First Level Test 1
1 Tess Guinn / Tudor Bridge / 65.86%
2 Constance Yuan / Juice Box / 61.55%
3 Holly Kowgios / Zoey / 57.76%

Other TOC (Choice 1)
1 Charlotte Moore / Bubba / 71.07%

continued on page 19

PVDA Schooling Show

May 5, 2019 • Lucky Cricket Farm I • Damascus, MD

Introductory Level Test B
1 Hannah Ong / Pirate Captain / 72.81%
2 Jenna Zurenko / Coeur Dor / 70.63%
3 Melanie Donovan / Todaysmyluckyhickory / 65.94%
Training Level Test 1
1 Julia Poladsky / Samwise TWF / 73.08%
2 Molly Harrison / Ensigns Image / 71.92%
3 Brenda Lucier / Willow / 69.23%
Training Level Test 2
1 Brenda Lucier / Willow / 67.93%
Training Level Test 3
1 Tracey Bienemann / Quantum / 76.90%
2 Karen Colbert / Ladys Man / 65.69%
3 Jo Ellen Hensley / Luna / 64.48%
First Level Test 1
1 Kathy Glockner / Mr. Fitz / 73.10%
2 Karen Colbert / Ladys Man / 62.07%

First Level Test 2
1 Tracey Bienemann / Cavaliere M / 75.57%
2 Tracey Bienemann / Quantum / 72.86%
3 Hannah Ong / Cma Pop Tarrt / 72.43%

Western Dressage TOC (Choice 2)
1 Mary West / Double Exposure / 71.50%

First Level Test 3
1 Hannah Ong / Cma Pop Tarrt / 73.89%
2 Bridget Dellar / Sa Pentacle / 66.81%

© Camilla Cornwell

Introductory Level Test A
1 Melanie Donovan / Todaysmyluckyhickory / 69.69%
2 Jenna Zurenko / Coeur Dor / 67.81%

Second Level Test 2
1 Tracey Bienemann / Cavaliere M / 71.95%
2 Janet Beebe / Neapolitano Primabona Ii / 68.78%
Second Level Test 3
1 Janet Beebe / Neapolitano Primabona Ii / 65.95%
USEA Eventing TOC (Choice 1)
1 Hannah Ong / Pirate Captain / 74.00%
USDF Musical Freestyle TOC
1 Kathy Glockner / Mr.fitz / 79.73%
2 Bridget Dellar / Sa Pentacle / 75.00%
Western Dressage TOC (Choice 1)
1 Mary West / Double Exposure / 71.67%

Dee Mann Wilkinson &
Linda Speer manning
the awards table

PVDA Schooling Show

May 5, 2019 • Schooley Mill I • Highland, MD
Introductory Level Test A
1 Caroline Hwang / Stuart Little / 69.69%
2 Zoe Skillington / China Doll / 65.31%
3 Charlotte Smith / Baloo / 64.38%
3 Maggie Beck / Buzz / 64.38%
4 Katerina Pate / Kasino / 64.06%
Introductory Level Test A
1 Sofia Dijubet / Edwina / 70.00%
2 Kaelin Bailey / Ladies Man / 65.00%
3 Naomi Lipshultz / Sonny / 62.50%
4 Ellie Gillard / Dekko / 61.56%
Introductory Level Test A
1 Katura Harvey / Dusen / 69.69%
2 Kerri Evans / Abydos / 66.56%
3 Marsha Fair / Symphony / 65.31%
Introductory Level Test B
1 Maggie Beck / Buzz / 68.13%
1 Caroline Hwang / Stuart Little / 68.13%
2 Charlotte Smith / Baloo / 65.00%
3 Zoe Skillington / China Doll / 64.38%
4 Katerina Pate / Kasino / 62.19%
Introductory Level Test B
1 Arianna Stanley / Edwina / 69.38%
2 Kaelin Bailey / Ladies Man / 64.06%

2 Jaelyn Cecere / Gorby / 59.25%
Introductory Level Test C
1 Esther Jang / Eli / 64.25%
2 Sebastien Brigham-Alomari / Frisco / 61.25%
3 Jade Hanson / Kevin / 59.75%
4 Tarah Walsh / Penny / 58.75%

Jaclyn Sicoli & Huapango
at the Spring Show
3 Ellie Gillard / Dekko / 63.13%
4 Jaelyn Cecere / Gorby / 62.81%
5 Naomi Lipshultz / Sonny / 62.19%
Introductory Level Test B
1 Esther Jang / Eli / 67.50%
2 Kelsey Sconlon / Goose / 63.44%
3 Isabella Rovansek / Chessie / 60.63%
4 Jade Hanson / Kevin / 60.31%
Introductory Level Test B
1 Kerri Evans / Abydos / 67.81%
2 Katura Harvey / Dusen / 66.25%
3 Marsha Fair / Symphony / 65.63%
Introductory Level Test C
1 Arianna Stanley / Edwina / 62.50%

Training Level Test 1
1 Peyton Fair / Gr Fancy Action / 61.73%
2 Natalie Sheppard / Tesoro Destacado / 61.54%
Training Level Test 2
1 Peyton Fair / Gr Fancy Action / 62.93%
First Level Test 1
1 Kristen Flowers / Prestige Empire / 63.97%
2 Caitlin Parker / Severn Dandy Lion / 59.48%
First Level Test 2
1 Caitlin Parker / Severn Dandy Lion / 64.71%
2 Kristen Flowers / Prestige Empire / 63.29%
Second Level And Above
1 Lynn Adams / Falcor / 63.65%
USDF Musical Freestyle TOC
1 Lynn Adams / Falcor / 69.17%
continued on page 20
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PVDA Spring Show

May 18 - 19, 2019 • Morven Park • Leesburg, VA
USDF Intoductory Test B
1 Katherine Rizzo / Piper / 70.313%
2 Stephanie Temme / Beau / 64.688%

2 Olivia Colella / Count Cookie / 53.780%
2 Brittany Riggle / Coup Detat / 53.049%
2 Lara Anne Muller / Heaven F/t Friesian
Connection / 48.049%
3 Janet Beebe / Neapolitano Primabona Ii / 45.000%

USEF Training Level Test 1 OC
1 Abigail Gibbon / Leap Of Faith / 69.423%
USEF Training Level Test 2 OC
1 Hayden Klemanski / Tidal Waves / 57.241%
USEF First Level Test 2 OC
1 Elizabeth Brooke / Henrick / 59.429%
USDF Intoductory Test A
1 Kristen Eldrup-Jorgensen / Eclipse / 69.688%
2 Hannah Ong / Pirate Captain / 68.125%
USDF Intoductory Test B
1 Hannah Ong / Pirate Captain / 64.712%

Hewan Tomlinson
& Mirra Del Castegno
USEF Training Level Test 1 OC
1 Susan Gadomski / Adeline / 62.500%
2 Stephanie Temme / Beau / 55.962%
USEF Training Level Test 3 OC
1 Susan Gadomski / Adeline / 65.690%
USEF Training Level Test 1
1 Zenas Kim-Banther / Seal The Deal / 56.154%
2 Natalie Sheppard / Tesoro Destacado / 53.077%
Training Level Test 2 Open/BLM
1 Anna Keenan / Fellini Cf / 73.103%
2 Amanda Braun / Commando / 68.621%
3 Imaan Saadat-Zia / Snuﬄes / 62.759%
4 Zenas Kim-Banther / Seal The Deal / 60.000%
5 Natalie Sheppard / Tesoro Destacado / 52.759%
Training Level Test 3 Open/GAIG
1 Kristen Eldrup-Jorgensen / Fabulous / 75.517%
USEF First Level Test 1 $$$
1 Arden Wildasin / HelloHello / 72.414%
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Nancy Seybold & Eli
2 Arden Wildasin / Tokyo Drift / 70.862%
1 Anna Keenan / Davos Cf / 69.655%
2 Morgan Raitch / Wren / 65.690%
3 Erin Brooke Harrington / Silhouette / 63.276%
4 Britton Rogan / Regalo / 62.241%
3 Madelaine Ford / Kynynmont Brianna / 62.069%
5 Rose Caslar / Escocero / 59.655%
1 Imaan Saadat-Zia / Snuﬄes / 58.793%
4 Kathy Hibbard / Falstaff / 58.276%
USEF First Level Test 2 Open/BLM
1 Carol Thomas / Gentle / 71.000%
2 Arden Wildasin / Tokyo Drift / 69.000%
3 Arden Wildasin / HelloHello / 68.000%
1 Emily Goldstein / Fhf Screenplay / 67.571%
2 Beth Stambaugh / Caravaggio / 67.429%
3 Erin Brooke Harrington / Silhouette / 67.143%
4 Emily Houston / Sebastian / 65.857%
5 Morgan Raitch / Wren / 65.000%
USEF First Level Test 3 Open/GAIG
1 Arden Wildasin / Southern Sun / 74.861%
1 Jan Byyny / Unbridled / 66.944%
2 Beth Stambaugh / Caravaggio / 66.528%
3 Emily Goldstein / Fhf Screenplay / 66.250%
4 Emily Houston / Sebastian / 65.972%
1 Sofia Ireland / Friedrich / 65.694%
5 Kristen Eldrup-Jorgensen / Fabulous / 63.056%
2 Kathy Mathers / Tokio / 61.944%
3 Carol Thomas / Gentle / 61.806%
4 Bridget Dellar / Sa Pentacle / 52.917%
USEF Second Level Test 1 $$$
1 Arden Wildasin / Southern Sun / 65.946%
1 Wendy Masemer / Cruze By / 64.595%
2 Kerri Long / Saint Peter / 60.811%
2 Christina Feaga / In The Mick Of Time / 60.541%
3 Michelle Saah / Jupiter / 58.784%
3 Lara Anne Muller / Heaven F/t Friesian
Connection / 58.108%
USEF Second Level Test 2 Open/BLM
1 Barbara Strawson / Heinemann Sbg / 64.634%
1 Nancy Seybold / Eli / 61.951%
1 Saskia Paul / Colby / 60.610%

USEF Second Level Test 3 Open/GAIG
1 Lara Moody / Denali M / 68.452%
1 Barbara Strawson / Heinemann Sbg / 64.643%
2 Susan Morrison / Alejandro / 63.452%
2 Wendy Masemer / Cruze By / 62.857%
3 Nancy Seybold / Eli / 59.048%
4 Brittany Riggle / Coup Detat / 50.595%
5 Janet Beebe / Neapolitano Primabona Ii / 40.119%
USEF Third Level Test 1
1 Erin Brooke Harrington / Viola / 61.892%
2 Shera Solomon / Quaterflash / 61.351%
3 Cashell Jaquish / Corrival / 60.000%
4 Andrew Birtle / Quintessa / 58.919%
5 Vanessa Meeks / Fiona Tetti / 57.978%
USEF Third Level Test 2 Open/BLM
1 Emily Goldstein / Siouxperlucky / 59.079%
USEF Third Level Test 3 Open/GAIG
1 Donna Gatchell / Reflection / 66.625%
2 Kristin Hickey / Zarco / 65.875%
3 Jaclyn Sicoli / Huapango LAM / 64.250%
4 Kristen Ortt / Rita Mae Johnson / 63.750%

Amanda Allen, Camilla Cornwell,
& Ninja Nissen
USEF Fourth Level Test 1
1 Hewan Tomlinson / Mirra Del Castegno / 66.667%
2 Jan Byyny / Why Not / 65.385%
3 Kimberly Clark / Mystical Harbor / 61.795%
4 Shera Solomon / Quaterflash / 61.410%
5 Courtney Swars / See Spot Run / 55.385%
USEF Fourth Level Test 2/BLM
1 Catherine Echternach / Mythic Pamba / 60.000%
2 Kimberly Clark / Mystical Harbor / 56.979%
3 Karen Anderson / Fhinland / 54.079%
continued on page 21

Show Results Cont.

2 Kristen Eldrup-Jorgensen / Fabulous / 67.639%
3 Erin Bonneville / Shambezi / 67.500%
4 Erin Brooke Harrington / Silhouette / 67.083%
5 Jacqui Ross / Vitales / 65.694%
1 Saskia Paul / Colby / 65.556%
6 Beth Stambaugh / Caravaggio / 64.861%
3 Jessica Howard / Whf Rhodesian Sky / 64.167%
4 Lynn Adams / Falcor / 63.056%
Karen Kissler / Baciami / 62.083%
5 Chelsea Dubey / Lazt Laugh / 61.806%
6 Bridget Dellar / Sa Pentacle / 58.611%

5/18/19, 2019 • Spring Show
4 Virginia Hergenroeder / Fackeltraeger / 53.158%
USEF Fourth Level Test 3/GAIG
1 Natalie Miller / Armante / 66.389%
2 Sharon Munroe / Sirrius / 62.083%
3 Virginia Hergenroeder / Fackeltraeger / 61.389%
4 Liberty Seaford / Marco Polo Gs / 58.761%
Dressage Seat Equitation
1 Amanda Braun / Commando / 72.000%
FEI Prix St. Georges Open/BLM/GAIG
1 Anna Keenan / Roubaix Cf / 69.853%
2 Wanja Gerlach / Phoebe / 62.059%
1 Karen Walsh / Dr. Doolittle / 61.618%
3 Regan Walsh / Final Approach / 60.441%
4 Elizabeth Brooke / Marie Stella Artois / 60.294%
5 Naomi Parry / Trumpet / 57.500%

Naomi Parry & Trumpet
w/Pam Eastman
1 Katherine Martin / Moby Dixon / 77.500%
Pony TOC except MFS
1 Erin Carr / Moby Dixon / 60.857%
USEF TOC BLM/GAIG
1 Vanessa Meeks / Fiona Tetti / 60.676%

© Camilla Cornwell

USEF Training Level Test 1 SSS
1 Hannah Ong / Pirate Captain / 60.962%

Carolyn DelGrosso snuggles w/
Rocky in the show oﬃce.
6 Erin Kokoshkin / First Freda / 56.176%
2 Charan Ireland / Lifetime / 56.088%
FEI Intermediate TOC Open/BLM/GAIG
1 Kristin Hickey / Capital Call / 67.806%
2 Barbara Strawson / Barossa / 64.118%
3 Wendy Masemer / Dragonheart 18 / 62.353%
FEI Grand Prix TOC Open/BLM/GAIG
1 Sallie Spenard / Balance / 66.848%
2 Erin Bonneville / Nigel Q / 62.826%
3 Rose Caslar / Dom Spatz / 62.565%
USDF Freestyle TOC Open/BLM/GAIG SSS
1 Donna Gatchell / Reflection / 72.000%
2 Susan Morrison / Alejandro / 71.633%
3 Kathy Mathers / Tokio / 71.233%
FEI Freestyle TOC Open/BLM/GAIG
1 Donna Gatchell / Festival Hw / 67.025%
USDF Pas de Deux Open/BLM
1 Saskia Paul / Colby / 77.500%

Training Level Test 2 Open/BLM
1 Clark Davis / Bendig0 / 71.207%
2 Julie Bigham / Accomplice / 66.724%
3 Imaan Saadat-Zia / Snuﬄes / 62.241%
4 Natalie Sheppard / Tesoro Destacado / 54.310%
5 Caitlin Parker / Severn Dandy Lion / 53.793%

USEF Second Level Test 1
1 Erin Murphy / Demure / 67.973%
2 Erin Bonneville / Shambezi / 65.811%
3 Wendy Masemer / Cruze By / 62.973%
1 Stephen Van Campen / Revelation / 62.432%
4 Kerri Long / Saint Peter / 59.054%
2 Danielle Gervasi / Buttercup / 57.568%
3 Lynn Adams / Falcor / 56.081%
4 Mieke Meurs / Beant Smh / 53.649%
USEF Second Level Test 2 Open/BLM
1 Barbara Strawson / Heinemann Sbg / 70.244%
2 Mieke Meurs / Beant Smh / 67.927%
3 Saskia Paul / Colby / 60.122%
4 Jacqui Ross / Fast And Bright / 58.659%
5 Janet Beebe / Neapolitano Primabona Ii / 54.878%

Training Level Test 3 Open/GAIG
1 Anna Keenan / Fellini Cf / 75.517%
2 Julie Bigham / Accomplice / 64.828%
3 Hannah Ong / Cma Pop Tarrt / 61.034%
4 Natalie Sheppard / Tesoro Destacado / 51.552%
USEF First Level Test 1
1 Morgan Raitch / Wren / 68.276%
2 Chelsea Dubey / Lazt Laugh / 65.000%
3 Karen Kissler / Baciami / 61.034%
4 Imaan Saadat-Zia / Snuﬄes / 59.828%
5 Kathy Hibbard / Falstaff / 58.621%
USEF First Level Test 2 Open/BLM
1 Anna Keenan / Davos Cf / 80.286%
2 Morgan Raitch / Wren / 72.297%
3 Erin Brooke Harrington / Silhouette / 69.857%
4 Emily Goldstein / Fhf Screenplay / 67.714%
1 Amanda Braun / Commando / 66.429%
5 Kristen Eldrup-Jorgensen / Fabulous / 66.000%
2 Caitlin Parker / Severn Dandy Lion / 60.286%
1 Erin Carr / Moby Dixon / 58.429%
3 Hannah Ong / Cma Pop Tarrt / 56.571%
USEF First Level Test 3 Open/GAIG
1 Emily Goldstein / Fhf Screenplay / 70.556%
1 Kathy Mathers / Tokio / 68.194%
2 Carol Thomas / Gentle / 67.917%

Morgan Raitch & Wren
USEF Second Level Test 3 Open/GAIG
1 Susan Morrison / Alejandro / 70.595%
2 Barbara Strawson / Heinemann Sbg / 70.476%
3 Lara Moody / Denali M / 69.167%
4 Wendy Masemer / Cruze By / 63.571%
5 Janet Beebe / Neapolitano Primabona Ii / 54.524%
USEF Third Level Test 1 $$$
1 Vanessa Meeks / Fiona Tetti / 61.757%
2 Sarah Gonzalez / Swift Impression / 59.730%
USEF Third Level Test 2 Open/BLM
1 Erin Brooke Harrington / Viola / 63.421%
2 Cashell Jaquish / Corrival / 60.395%
continued on page 22
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Show Results Cont.

5/18/19, 2019 • Spring Show
USEF Third Level Test 3 Open/GAIG
1 Kristen Ortt / Rita Mae Johnson / 66.375%
2 Donna Gatchell / Reflection / 65.375%
3 Kristin Hickey / Zarco / 62.250%
4 Sarah Gonzalez / Swift Impression / 52.500%
USEF Fourth Level Test 1 $$$
1 Hewan Tomlinson / Mirra Del Castegno / 63.718%
2 Katie Hubbell / Mythic Pamba / 55.769%

USEF Fourth Level Test 2/BLM
1 Kimberly Clark / Mystical Harbor / 61.579%
2 Sharon Munroe / Sirrius / 60.789%
3 Jacqui Ross / Romance Wonder Dust / 59.342%
4 Virginia Hergenroeder / Fackeltraeger / 59.211%
USEF Fourth Level Test 3/GAIG
1 Skyeler Voss / Mtf Cooley Caliber / 66.250%
2 Natalie Miller / Armante / 63.889%
3 Liberty Seaford / Marco Polo Gs / 62.639%
4 Sharon Munroe / Sirrius / 57.917%
5 Virginia Hergenroeder / Fackeltraeger / 55.278%
FEI Prix St. Georges Open/BLM/GAIG
1 Anna Keenan / Roubaix Cf / 67.059%
2 Elizabeth Brooke / Marie Stella Artois / 59.265%
3 Naomi Parry / Trumpet / 57.353%
1 Karen Walsh / Dr. Doolittle / 56.471%
4 Regan Walsh / Final Approach / 53.971%
2 Charan Ireland / Lifetime / 52.500%
5 Erin Kokoshkin / First Freda / 42.206%
FEI Intermediate TOC Open/BLM/GAIG
1 Kristin Hickey / Capital Call / 62.647%
2 Wendy Masemer / Dragonheart 18 / 62.647%
3 Barbara Strawson / Barossa / 61.029%

Wanja Gerlach & Phoebe

• Awards (High
Scores, Trophies and
Ribbons, Trophy
Fund, Recognized
Rider Awards)
Linda Speer (chair),
Michelle Miller,
Camilla Cornwell,
Lydia Wainwright
• Chapters
Liz Erwin and Kyle
Peiffer (co-chairs),
Christina Dale, Karyn
Spertzel, Hannah
Ong, Polly Irons
• Education
Nancy Bowlus (chair),
Mimi Mack
• Finance
Carolyn Del Grosso
(chair), Camilla
Cornwell, Lydia
Wainwright
• Fundraising/
Marketing
(Sponsorships)
Mimi Mack (chair),
Christina Dale,
Vanessa Meeks

USDF Freestyle TOC Open/BLM/GAIG
1 Donna Gatchell / Reflection / 74.167%
2 Susan Morrison / Alejandro / 69.833%

Shera Solomon & Quaterﬂash
3 Kathy Mathers / Tokio / 67.000%
4 Hannah Ong / Cma Pop Tarrt / 60.333%
Pony TOC except MFS
1 Jessica Howard / Whf Rhodesian Sky / 64.306%
USEF TOC BLM/GAIG
1 Danielle Gervasi / Buttercup / 62.162%

Committees of the Board
For complete contact information see www.pvda.org

• Governance
Camilla Cornwell
(chair), Executive
Committee
• Membership
membership@pvda.org
Liz Erwin (chair),
Christina Dale
• Newsletter
(Calendar,
Classifieds, Mailing)
newsletter@pvda.org
Christina Dale (chair),
Emily Nessel, Liz
Erwin, Polly Iron,
Karyn Spertzel
• Calendar
calendar@pvda.org
Christina Dale
• Classifieds
classifieds@pvda.org
Susan Stone
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• Enews
enews@pvda.org
Christina Dale
• Partners and Allies
(Maryland Horse
Council, National
Liason, GMOs)
Jocelyn Pearson
(chair), Camilla
Cornwell, Wendy
Emblin
• PVDA Library/
Documents
(Archives, Books,
Videos)
Claire Lacey (chair),
Susan Stone
• Publications
(Service Directory,
Omnibus, Mailings)
•Riders - Jr/YR:
Chairs Polly &

Hannah Irons.
Committee: Camilla
Cornwell, Hilary
Moore Hebert
Adults: Chair Kyle
Peiffer. Committee:
Liz Erwin, Christina
Dale, Hannah Ong,
Linda Speer, Karyn
Spertzel
• Ride for Life
www.pvdarideforlife,org
Chair Sarah Yaroslaski
Committee: Sarah
Rogers, Jeannette Bair,
Mimi Mack, Lydia
Wainwright
• Shows
Chair Carolyn Del
Grosso. Committee:
Linda Speer, Camilla
Cornwell, Kyle Peiffer.
Schooling Shows: Chair
Lynn Adams.

Committee: Lydia
Wainwright, Sarah
Yaroslaski, Kyle Peiffer,
Wendy Emblin,
Christina Dale, Liz
Erwin, Camilla
Cornwell. Linda Speer
(equipment), Julie
Gross (southern equipment), Shira Rosenthal
(SS treasurer)
• Special Events
(Awards Dinner,
Expo, Other)
Linda Speer (chair),
Christina Dale, Mimi
Mack, Lynn Adams
• Volunteers
Camilla Cornwell (chair),
Ninja Nissen, Sarah
Yaroslaski
• Website
Christina Dale (chair),
Kyle Peiffer, Lynn
Adams, Christina
Dale, Liz Erwin,
Wendy Emblin

By The Board
Date: April 1, 2019
Location:
Stonebrook Farm
Clarksville, MD

Officers
President
Christina Dale
Vice President
Wendy Emblin
Chairperson
Camilla Cornwell
Secretary
Lynn Adams
Treasurer
Carolyn Del Grosso

Board of
Directors
Camilla Cornwell
Carolyn Del Grosso
Christina Dale
Hannah Ong
Karyn Spertzel
Kyle Peiffer
Linda Speer
Liz Erwin
Lydia Wainwright
Lynn Adams
Mimi Mack
Nancy Bowlus
Sarah Yaroslaski
Susan Stone
Wendy Emblin

April 2019 PVDA Board Meeting #597
Attendance

Board Members Present: Lynn Adams, Linda Speer,
Christina Dale, Kyle Peiffer, Susan Stone, Hannah Ong,
Camilla Cornwell, Lydia Wainwright, Sarah Yaroslaski, Mimi Mack, Wendy Emblin, Carolyn Del Grosso,
Karyn Spertzel, Liz Erwin, Nancy Bowlus
Members at Large: Ingrid Gentry

Committee Reports

Awards: Ribbons have been ordered, but need some
additional recognized show 1st place prizes. Ribbons
need to be sent to Southern equipment chair, Julie
Gross.
Education: The first session of the L Program went very
well! The session was over full! The judge (Lois Yukins)
will write up a good report of the session, she stated it
was one of the best she had been to. Attendees came
from all over: Florida to Illinois. The hotel was expensive. We’re looking into other hotel options for future
sessions and will consider having all three sessions in
the same hotel/barn for future L Programs. Some of
the cost/hassle may have been the weekend(s) selects:
Session A was Cherry Blossom weekend, Session B is
Boat Week.
Finance: Lydia joined the committee and has access
to the books and passwords. Current balance: PayPal - $9,805.02 General - $40,547,26, Schooling Show
Fund - $10,419.51 CDs - $9,563.97, Chapter Funds $17,008.11 Total = $87,343.87.

The Minutes
April 29 and if they accept the change it will be oﬃcial
on May 15th.
Ride for Life: There was discussion about the volunteer
t-shirts. Ordering ourselves is currently less expensive
(by about $1-2 per shirt) than ordering from a proposed vendor. If we want black shirts (in addition to
pink) that’s possible for an extra cost of $20 at CustomInk. Mimi is checking to see if MKR can match that
price. Real men wear pink! In 2019 all volunteer shirts
will be pink. The PVDA Logo Shop is no longer in use
as there was no activity. MKR Designs will set it up as a
R4L logo shop to pre-sell R4L logo items. The site will
go up in April, down after the show.
Riders: Adults - the committee is hoping to have a
phone conference to get ideas for adults. The L Program is ongoing. Looking for something low cost, educational, in the fall, perhaps at a show? Consider doing
Fall Fest again?
Shows: Prizelists are approved for Spring and RFL. Julie and Kyle are working on Safe Sport and background
checks. Carolyn is checking on deadlines for qualifiers for 2020. Maybe we can get them for our Fall 2019
show?
Website: Nancy passed out some of our newsletters to
a group she belongs to as they are interested in advertising with us but they had trouble with the online purchasing. Christina is happy to help them and/or create
a paper form but would also like to know what is happening when they try. We need to add/update BOD
page on the site with pictures and short bios.

Governance: Carolyn received feedback from USDF/
USEF. The freestyle rule change was certified as extraordinary. The Board of Governors will discuss on

NANCY KNOWS REAL ESTATE
NANCY KNOWS HORSES
Nancy Bowlus, Associate Broker
The Derr-Bowlus Team, Re/Max Results
7210B Corporate Ct, Frederick, MD 21703
301-698-5005 x5454 office
240-446-6818 cell
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Chapter News
Peninsula Dressage

Submitted by Amy Schine
Show season is oﬃcially here
and Peninsula Dressage is off to a
good start despite some of the rainy,
stormy spring weather we’ve had. In
March we had an excellent two day
clinic with (S) Judge and popular clinician, Kathy Rowse,
at Kim Briele’s Horse Bridge Farm in Salisbury. There
were 13 riders of all levels including Eventers and Western Dressage, and auditors soaking up the information
as well. Everyone raved about how helpful Kathy was,
and it was amazing to watch the transformations in both
horses and riders with Kathy’s expert and enthusiastic
instruction. We’re thankful to PVDA for subsidizing the
clinic, and we appreciate Kathy and her husband Mike
driving up to the Eastern Shore from Southern Virginia.
We looking forward to another clinic with Kathy in the
future!
Our March meeting was at Kim Briele’s home, and we
were lucky to have Kim (L) Judge discuss the new tests;
how they differ from the old ones, and things to consider for the various levels and tests. It was very helpful to
have a judge point out and analyze the changes in the
new tests, and to offer strategies to help out with some of
the ‘sticky” points. Thank you Kim for hosting this meeting and educating us on the new tests that we’re looking
forward to trying out soon!
Our April meeting’s educational topic; “geometry of
the new tests” was also very useful and informative for
the start of the show season. We measured circles with
a lunge line in the dressage arena to show the correct
placement for circles of various sizes, serpentines, and
other figures in the tests. It was somewhat surprising to
see the proper sizes of circles and ½ circles when correctly measured out! Thanks to Kim Briele for hosting
the meeting at Horse Bridge Farm and for demonstrating
correct geometry for us!
The first Peninsula Dressage schooling show of the
season will be on May 4 th at the Wicomico Equestrian
Center, and we’re looking forward to having Janice Conlon “R”, judge for us at this show.
Please join us for shows, meetings or clinics if your
summer plans find you on the Eastern Shore. For more
information about Peninsula Dressage and show season
events, please visit us on FB, and check our website at
www.peninsuladressage.com.
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Calvert County Chapter
The Calvert Chapter kicked
off the spring show season
with a schooling show at
Kings Landing Park in Huntingtown. It was a slight trial by fire as the facility is under new management and the original date was double
booked. Changing the date meant the scheduled set up
time on Friday wasn’t possible due to shortened “winter”
hours. Oops! But, with experienced volunteers and some
wonderful help from some early arriving riders the ring
was set up and ready to show well before the first ride was
due. Thank you!! But, everyone was in for a second surprise; the facility was still double booked, this time with
Girl Scouts! Thankfully the facility had plenty of space
and everyone was able to coexist. Judge Aviva Nebsky had
encouraging remarks for all riders, intro through fourth
level! We missed our Western Dressage riders and hope
they will be able to join us in the fall at our Oakridge Park
show on October 19th with judge Trisha DeRosa.
The Calvert Chapter hopes to host a clinic in the early
fall and is already planning a summer cookout and trail
ride.

Deborah Athens
&
Bjork

Michaline West
&
GF Yellowstone

By The Board
Date: May 6, 2019
Location:
Stonebrook Farm
Clarksville, MD

Officers
President
Christina Dale
Vice President
Wendy Emblin
Chairperson
Camilla Cornwell
Secretary
Lynn Adams
Treasurer
Carolyn Del Grosso

Board of
Directors
Camilla Cornwell
Carolyn Del Grosso
Christina Dale
Hannah Ong
Karyn Spertzel
Kyle Peiffer
Linda Speer
Liz Erwin
Lydia Wainwright
Lynn Adams
Mimi Mack
Nancy Bowlus
Sarah Yaroslaski
Susan Stone
Wendy Emblin
Board Meetings are
usually held the ﬁrst
Monday of each
month at 7 p.m. and
are open to all PVDA
members.

May 2019 PVDA Board Meeting #598
Attendance

Board Members Present: Lynn Adams, Sarah Yaroslaski,
Lydia Wainwright, Karyn Spertzel, Wendy Emblin, Nancy Bowlus, Christina Dale, Kyle Peiffer, Susan Stone, Linda
Speer, Carolyn Del Grosso, Camilla Cornwell
Board Members Absent (Excused): Hannah Ong, Mimi
Mack, Liz Erwin
Members at Large: Ingrid Gentry

Committee Reports

Chapters: The R4L committee wants to encourage chapter
volunteering for the show by offering a small and large chapter award. The chapter committee has been asked to send
out information to the chapter chairs however, no details on
the process have been determined yet. (How to determine
which volunteers belong to which chapters, how to calculate
% of hours worked vs size of a chapter, etc.) The Volunteer
chair should have a spreadsheet of the hours worked.
Education: Session B of the L Program was successful. Session A ended up with a profit. We don’t have all expenses
for Session B but, it will likely also make a profit. Sharon (at
USDF) said the PVDA L Session is running better than most
across the country (Go Nancy!) Participants, auditors, and
instructors have been happy. We’re still figuring out logistics
for Part 2, which is limited to 10 participants. We need a show
with bleacher space, preferably behind C, maybe PGEC in
the indoor? Feedback for USDF: would be nice if a third tier
could be added between participant and auditor that allowed
access to the video/print material for the program.
Finance: The deposit for R4L has been sent to PGEC.
All chapter tax information has been received. The IRS is
charging a $1000 penalty for a late submittal. Page 2 (from
the accountant) was missing. Carolyn has asked them to
waive the penalty, we are awaiting a decision. Current balance: PayPal - $16,575.02 General - $31,281.20, Schooling
Show Fund - $10,357.01 CDs - $9,563.97, Chapter Funds $17,008.11 Total = $84,785.31.
Governance: The USEF Board discussed the proposed rule
change to DR129 (requiring 63% minimum score for MFS)
but felt it was in the best interest of the sport to disapprove
the RCP as presented. The USEF Dressage Sport Committee
has proposed a rule change that will be coming forward for
discussion at the mid year board meeting in July.
Ride for Life: Jeanette has sent out an email to past riders.
Sarah has gone through old merchandise. We have 67 black
hand towels, would make good volunteer gifts. For musical freestyle participants we could do little goodie bags with
SWAG. We have plastic water bottles, credit card phone

The Minutes
sleeves, pop sockets, etc. In smaller quantity we have wine
glasses, etc that could make judge/TD gifts. We have lots of
old volunteer shirts, could pile them up for free grabs at the
show then, anything left over could be donated. The award
in honor of Pat Artimovich will be picked by her, it will be
perpetual with a small keepsake award. The prize will go to
the winner of the Fundraiser Freestyle. Linda will order after
it’s picked.
Riders: Jr/YR - Linda Zang Fix-a-Test will not be happening
at the Youth Clinic in June. They wanted to be undercover
and we can’t guarantee that all day. The participants will be
setting up the show rings as agreed. Carolyn will confirm
with Polly Irons.
Shows: Fox Village has been down for a week and Carolyn
hasn’t been able to import entries for the Spring Show. If they
don’t have it up by tomorrow she will start hand entering
entries. The show will be two rings, no indoor. Carolyn confirmed deadline to apply for qualifiers is June/July. She will
apply for 2020. Shannon asked us to add a Materiale TOC
to R4L for people looking to qualify. Christina will update
the Prizelist.
Dressage Seat Equitation Classes: a couple riders have been
unhappy with the inconsistency of how the classes are run.
However, that is the nature of the class re: the rules from
national. We can provide the documentation to judges that
are unfamiliar with the class, it includes some suggested patterns. We do need to remind judges that a percentage score
is required for EACH rider. A show manager also enquired
about the 3 rider minimum. We are removing that requirement as people need enough rides to qualify for year end
awards. Managers should let other entrants know about the
scheduled class and encourage others to enter (including day
of entries.)
Schooling Shows: Lynn has been speaking with the Peninsula chapter as they run four shows over their own on the
eastern shore. How can we support them and possibly add a
show in the area so riders don’t have the cross the bridge to
get scores for year end awards. It was suggested that chapter
run shows could count towards PVDA year end awards if
they meet PVDA standards. If we added a show in the area
we would need local support to manage/run the show. Lydia
is on the eastern shore twice a week and is happy to meet
with them and determine how we can help. The Bluebird
show has to be canceled due to facility issues. Lynn will see if
it can be moved to another date. Julie Gross is the equipment
manager for the southern area and is in need of supplies. Linda will reach out to her to determine what is needed
Volunteers: We still need volunteers for the spring show. The
new test books should arrive in time. Christina will get them
to Camilla.
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Potomac Valley Dressage Association, Inc.
www.PVDA.org
Submit Ads, Articles & Photos:

Articles/General News: editor@pvda.org
Calendar: calendar@pvda.org
Chapter News: editor@pvda.org
Classifieds: classifieds@pvda.org
Display Ads: editor@pvda.org
Membership: membership@pvda.org
Photos: editor@pvda.org

Up Next...

Special Ride for Life Issue
Please send in all your fabulous photos and stories from
Ride for Life to help us make it great!
editor@pvda.org
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